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Abstract It was previously shown [117] that visual movement sensitive neurons lacking form selectivity in the anterior parts of the dorsal superior temporal sulcus (STP) of monkeys exhibited selective responses to externally moved objects and failed to respond to the sight of the animal's own linab movements. This paper describes a series of experiments in which a monkey was trained to operate an apparatus that produced visual motion of a projected two-dimensional patterned stimulus. Single unit responses from STP were recorded and response:~ to visual motion, produced externally by the experimenter, were compared to the responses to visual motion (of the same pattern) produced by the monkey itself. The majority of the movement sensitive cells giving reliable responses to the pattern motion responded statistically more strongly to the experimenter-induced motion than to the motion induced by the monkey itself. The cell responses were observed not to be affected by the motion velocity and the monkey's motor activity (handle rotation without any visual stimulation) did not affect the cell's spontaneous activity. The results indicate that the response discrimination of STP cells between externally and self-induced stimulus motion is not based on form sensitivity. Moreover, the mechanism which produces the described response selectivity is not only limited to naturally occurring visual consequences of the monkey's own motor activity but is plastic and can extend to arbitrary associations between the monkey's movements and consequent visual motion. Keywords: Self-induced stimulation; Expectation; Visual motion; Superior temporal polysensory area; Macaque monkey



1. Introduction Anatomical and physiological evidence suggests that the superior temporal polysensory area (STP) which is located in the dorsal bank of the anterior superior temporal sulcus in macaques is a part of the cortical motion processing pathway [3,4,20,29,12]. Motion information reaches STP through cortical areas V1, V2, the middle temporal area (MT), the medial superior temporal area (MST) ar~td the fundus of the superior temporal sulcus (FST). A detailed investigation into the general physiological response properties and directional tuning of the motion sensitive cells in STP was made in our laboratory 1-29]. Thiis study as well as the earlier ones showed that the m~jority of the motion sensitive 1 Present address: Department of Psychology, P.O. Box 607, FIN_33101, University of Tampere, Tampere, Finland. * Corresponding author. 0166-4328/96/$15.00 © 1996 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved SSDI 0166-4328(95)00193-X



units in STP do not show any selectivity for the form but respond equally well to moving bars, patterns and control objects [4,29,32]. An interesting response property of the motion sensitive cells lacking form selectivity in STP was described in a preceding paper 1-17-]. It was shown that the responses of these units discriminated between the sight of external object movements and the movements of the monkey's own hand. The results were discussed in the context of 'cognitive expectations', suggesting that this discrimination might have resulted from the monkey's expectations about the visual appearance and motion of his own arm and hand. Another possibility was that this discriminative capacity might have resulted from the corollary discharge/kinaesthetic input to STP cells. It must be emphasized, however, that the contribution of corollary discharge/kinaesthetic input and 'expectation' in explaining the observed STP cell responses are not necessarily incompatible. On the contrary, in some cases
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corollary discharge/kinaesthetic feedback may be the physiological mechanism which accounts for some effects of 'expectation'. The experiments that will be described in the present paper were aimed to clarify two issues raised by the previous experiments. First, is it possible to observe response discrimination between externally and selfinduced stimulus motion when the visual appearance of the moving stimulus is identical in both conditions? Even though the (STP) cells were tested thoroughly for their apparent lack of selectivity for form, it was possible that the discriminative capacity previously reported was based on the dissimilarity in visual appearance between the two classes of studied objects (monkey's own arm vs. other objects). This type of 'pattern recognition' explanation is not implausible considering that STP has repeatedly been shown to contain units with high-level selectivity for visual features, e.g. hands and faces [4,6,16,19,30,31,33,35-37]. Second, the sight of one's moving limb is a natural self-produced motion stimulus but is it also possible to observe a similar type of response discrimination between externally and selfinduced motion when the connection between actions and visual consequences are learned during a relatively short period of time and when they are based on an artificial association? This paper investigates the extent to which STP cells discriminate against self-produced motion in more arbitrary associations between the monkey's movements and consequent visual motion. For this purpose a monkey was trained to operate a special apparatus that produced visual motion of a two-dimensional patterned stimulus. Single unit responses from STP were recorded and responses to visual motion produced externally, by the experimenter, were compared to visual motion that was produced by the monkey itself.



the primate chair so that the monkey could easily extend its arm out from the chair and turn the handle (Fig. 1). The handle (height 20 cm) was situated at the level of the monkey's upper body and was occluded from the monkey's sight by the upper panel of the frame. The movements of the handle were transmitted through a belt to a turntable which was situated out of the monkey's sight, occluded by the side panels of the handle frame. A large diameter, patterned cylinder (see below) was fixed on the turntable and it was monitored by a close-circuit video system. Using a video projector (SONY VPH-1041QM) the video image of the cylinder surface was projected onto a display screen on which the LED lights were located (4 m in front of the monkey). By turning the handle the experimenter or the monkey could generate a leftward or rightward pattern movement on the projection screen. Because of the large diameter of the cylinder, the video camera (Panasonic NV-MS1B) could be used to produce a sharp focused video image of the cylinder pattern large enough to fill most of the projection screen (20 x 30 degrees of visual angle). When the cylinder rotated the video image of the pattern appeared to translate rather than rotate. The apparatus also allowed a disconnection between the handle and the cylinder. In this case the handle rotation did not result in any movement of the pattern on the screen. The upper end of the handle was located within a closed compartment, inaccessible by the monkey. This compartment contained two wheels fitted to the end of the handle; one for transmitting the movements of the



cylinder A primate chair
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2. Materials and methods The basic methods including extracellular single unit activity recording, horizontal and vertical eye movement recording and methods for cell localization were as described previously [17]. Techniques particularly relevant to the present experiments will be presented here. 2.1. Behavioural task and training



A monkey was first trained to perform a go/no go LED colour discrimination task involving a lick response for fruit juice reward [17]. The monkey was further trained to use an apparatus which was designed to generate motion under the control of the experimenter or the monkey itself. The apparatus consisted of a vertically oriented handle within a wooden frame. The frame was fitted in front of
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Fig. I. (A) A schematic drawing of the apparatus used to generate the motion stimulation for the experiments. (B) The experimental set-up. For details, see text.
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handle to the turntable a.nd another used for detecting the rotation of the handle. The latter wheel was covered with 48 evenly distributed silver/black stripes. A light detector system positione, d over the wheel detected the changes in light reflectance and was used to generate a short (1 ms) pulse every time a silver stripe was swept across the field of the detector. The minimum angle of handle rotation which cc,uld be detected was thus 7.5 °. The first pulse in a train of pulses was used to trigger a computer. The rotation o:~the handle activated the onset of (a) a short (100 ms) tone signal, (b) the central LED light for 1.0 s and (c) data collection of cell activity and eye movements for 1.0 s time period. As the monkey was already trained in a red/green LED colour discrimination task, it learnt relatively quickly to rotate the ha.ndle in order to activate the LEDs and access reward. The red and green LED lights were presented in randorn order on different trials under computer control. The monkey performed the go/no go LED colour discrimination task at a high level of accuracy (> 90%) despite the concomitant pattern movements on the screen. Before the neurophysiological recordings were started, the monkey was trained in this task for 2 month.s (on average 2-3 training sessions/week), during wlhich time it generated approx. 10 000 trials of pattern motion with concomitant LED fixation light presentation. The training and some early recordings were performed by using a vertically striped white/black pattern on the cylinder. Perhaps because of its high spatial and temporal frequency, this pattern was often found ineffective in eliciting reliable responses in the recorded STP cells and, therefore, it was replaced by an irregular low-frequency colour pattern for the majority of the recording sessions.
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and LED light signals triggered externally. Different conditions were interleaved in counterbalanced order.



2.3. Recording procedures and data analysis Extracellular single unit activity together with horizontal and vertical eye movements were recorded from one female (J) rhesus monkey (Macaca mulatta). In some experiments the filtered cell activity, together with the horizontal and vertical eye position signals and handle rotation signals, were additionally recorded on audio tape using a four-channel FM tape recorder (RACAL) for off-line analysis. This method also provided the most convenient way for inspecting pre-stimulus cell activity for self-initiated trials. The train of 1 ms pulses generated by the handle rotation was used to assess the velocity of the pattern movement during rotation. For this the pulse train was fed from the audio tape back to the computer and was analysed with the same program for neuronal spikes analysis. The displacement of the projected pattern while the handle was rotated between adjacent pulses was used to convert the recorded pulse frequency into a pattern velocity. Quantitative measurements of cell responses to selfinduced and externally induced pattern motion were obtained by calculating the neuronal spike activity during 250 ms after the stimulus (movement) onset. Cell responsivity to the sight of the static pattern was obtained similarly and was used as a reference level (spontaneous activity) against which the responses to motion stimuli were compared. These data were analysed by using 1-way ANOVA and post-hoc tests (protected least significant difference, PLSD [41]).



2.2. Testing procedures 3. Results After a cell was isolated its responsivity to various visual moving stimuli was initially tested using a shutter as described previously [ 17]. Cells studied here were to sensitive to motion but unselective for the form of the moving stimulus. Cells were selected for further testing on the basis of whether ot not they responded to leftward or rightward movement at the projecting distance of 4 m from the monkey. Furtlaer testing comprised of recording cell responses to the sight of the projected pattern motion generated by the experimental apparatus and controlled by the experimenter. If the cell gave reliable and consistent responses to this motion, trials were collected when the pattern was (a) moved by the monkey, (b) moved by the experitnenter and (c) stationary while the monkey moved the handle. In order to measure the cell's spontaneous activity (sa) in the absence of any motion or motor responses, responses to the sight of the static pattern were colle,cted with a stationary image pattern on the screen and the presentation of the tone



3.1. General response properties Fifty-one movement sensitive cells lacking selectivity for form were tested for their response to the projected 2D image of the patterned cylinder. Despite the responsivity of these cells to moving 3D objects during the initial movement sensitivity testing, 33 cells did not exhibit consistent responses to the projected 2D pattern motion. One reason for this lack of responsivity was possibly due to the high-frequency stimulus pattern used during the early recordings. Even after replacing this pattern by a colourful low-frequency pattern, many of the tested units failed to respond to this kind of motion stimulation. Possible reasons for this might have been the relatively large size of the moving stimulus (approx. 20 × 30 degrees of visual angle) or its two-dimensionality. Eighteen cells responded consistently to the pattern movement and these cells were further subjected to
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testing, comparing the responsivity between externally induced and self-induced pattern motion conditions. These cells form the basis for the results presented here. In the initial movement sensitivity testing 9 cells responded to every direction of object movement in the frontoparallel plane. 3 cells were classified as bidirectional responding to the object movement directed left or right. 6 cells exhibited unidirectional responses, 4 of those to the right, 1 up and 1 down. Even though the apparatus had been designed to produce only leftward and rightward movement, two cells which gave unidirectional responses to object movement along the vertical axis were tested and found to be responsive to the projected pattern movement when the video camera was rotated through 90 ° to induce vertical (up or down) motion on the screen. The directional preferences of the cell responses during projected pattern movement always matched that observed during initial testing using 3D objects. Fig. 2 shows responses of one unit that responded to the large-field pattern movement projected on the wall. The upper part of the figure shows the responsivity in 8 different directions of object movement during the initial directionality testing. The cell was more responsive to motion directed downwards than to other directions of motion or static stimuli. The responses to the projected pattern movement showed the same directional selectivity (lower part of the figure).



3.2. Response discrimination between externally induced and self-induced pattern motion Eleven out of the 18 cells responding to the motion generated by the apparatus gave statistically stronger responses when the movement was generated by the experimenter as opposed to the self-generated pattern motion. 5 cells of these failed completely to respond to the self-induced pattern motion above spontaneous activity. 6 cells exhibited responses to the self-induced motion that were above spontaneous activity, even though statistically weaker than responses to experimenter-induced motion. Three of the cells which discriminated between externally induced and self-induced motion were classified as exhibiting directional responses. For one of these cells the only condition which was able to activate the cell above its spontaneous activity was the externally induced pattern motion in the cell's preferred direction. The two other cells exhibited response discrimination in the cell's preferred direction of movement for the stimulation induced by the experimenter compared to self-induced stimulation. The weaker responses in the cells' nonpreferred direction were equivalent for self-induced and externally induced motion (e.g., Fig. 3). Motion velocity. The experimenter tried to match the velocity of the handle rotation with that generated by
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Fig. 2. Directionally selective responses of one cell to object movement and projected large-field pattern movement. Upper part: The cell was tested with 8 directions of object movement in the fronto-parallel plane (0=up, 180=down). The cell responded (mean+ 1 SE) to three directions of object movement (180, 225 and 135, P0.3, whereas the values of M for the cells failing to show this discrimination are scattered a r o u n d 0.



3.5. Eye movements during self-induced and externally induced pattern motion Eye m o v e m e n t recordings showed (for an example, see Fig. 10) that despite the pattern m o t i o n being projected on the screen, the m o n k e y continued fixating on the L E D fixation light and generally the eye m o v e m e n t pattern was similar across all stimulus conditions. Cell responses were never found to be linked in time with saccades or fixation onset but depended on the stimulus condition. For example, in Fig. 10 the eye m o v e m e n t
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Fig. 5. PSTHs and stimulus w:locity curves from four individual trials in externally and self-induced stimulus conditions. The cell (same as in Fig. 4) responded to externally induced motion over a wide range of stimulus velocities but failed responding to self-induced stimulation having comparable motion velocities. /'he ordinate of the PSTHs denotes the cell responsivity for a range of 0-200 spikes/s (bin width=20 ms). The ordinate of the velocity curves denotes the velocity for a range of 0-150 degrees/s. Arrow heads below the time axes denote stimulus motion onset. Time scale (0.5 s) is shown at tlae bottom. 80 -
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Fig. 6. Histogram presentation of the mean responses (_ 1 SE) of one cell to different stimulus conditions. The cell responded to externally induced pattern motion (exp) stronger than any other stimulus conditions (P 0.5) and that the responses were significantly stronger (P 
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